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Model Driven Architecture and Enterprise Architect

Abstract
This document illustrates how Enterprise Architect can be leveraged to implement the MDA approach. It specifically covers:
- Tool setup, including creating or customizing transformation templates.
- PIM-to-PSM transformations.
- PSM-to-PSM transformations.
Also reviewed is the support of the tool for UML profiles, MOF meta-modeling and OCL constraint specifications.
For background information on MDA concepts and their mapping to Enterprise Architect features please refer to the document – [Mapping MDA Concepts to EA Features](http://www.sparxsystems.com/).

The Enterprise Architect solution for applying MDA
In [Mapping MDA Concepts to EA Features](http://www.sparxsystems.com/) we validated not only that Enterprise Architect satisfies all of the core requirements for being considered MDA compliant, but that it also provides many additional features to support this new development approach.
For a complete list of all of the product’s features please visit the Sparx website[^1]. Here our focus is primarily on those capabilities which are relevant to the implementation of MDA.

Product history
Enterprise Architect is a mature UML 2.0 based modeling tool for the Windows platform (with a version for Linux running under Cross-Over Office) which has been in development for over seven years, with a five year commercial history and record of fast evolution and impressive innovation.

Commitment to MDA and OMG standards in general
Sparx Systems has at numerous times stated their strong commitment to MDA and its underlying OMG standards such as UML, MOF and XML. Its mission statement is quoted here:

> To provide an affordable, high-quality, team based modeling environment founded on the UML 2.0 specification, with comprehensive support for model to model transformations as well as model driven generation of common development artifacts such as documentation, source code, test scripts, deployment descriptors, XML schemas, database schemas, etc.

As will be illustrated below, Enterprise Architect offers a number of features targeted at MDA driven development, including a model to model transformation engine, allowing modelers to target multiple platform specific models from a single PIM – and to synchronize PIM changes into each PSM on demand. The built-in transformation templates include mappings to C#, DDL, EJB, Java, JUnit, NUnit, WSDL and XSD (XML Schema).

A look under the covers

Let us take a closer look at how Enterprise Architect implements some of its MDA features.

The core MDA component in EA is a template based transformation engine that generates PSM elements from a PIM source. Templates are one of the ways for expressing transformations endorsed by the official MDA guidelines (refer to Mapping MDA Concepts to EA Features). These customizable MDA transformation templates use an approach and syntax similar to the EA code generation templates.

Creating and Modifying Transformation Templates

The editor allows one to view and/or modify the predefined transformation templates (in this diagram an EJB Session template), as well as to create new ones.

The general principle is quite simple: EA provides access to the various elements (classes, attributes, operations, etc.) of the UML source model being processed. The scripting language defines the rules by which properties of each source element can be copied and/or transformed into a corresponding target model element. The mapping does not have to be one-to-one: new target elements can be created as needed.

EA also constructs internal bindings between each target PSM and its source PIM. This is essential for allowing iterative forward synchronization from the PIM to the PSM,
adding or deleting features as required. For example, adding a new attribute to a source class will result - during forward synchronization - in a new column being added to the corresponding table element in the target data model. Element features in the target model which were not originally generated by the transformation process are not deleted or affected in any way. Note that these references between source and target elements are not visible to the user (i.e. they are neither instances of UML associations nor instances of what EA terms cross references).

Transformation marks, typically in the form of stereotypes or tagged values, can be used inside the script to drive the transformation process as shown in the following examples.

Snippets from templates illustrating the use of marks to drive transformations:

```plaintext
%if classStereotype=="enumeration"
 stereotype="enumeration"
%else%
 stereotype="XSDcomplexType"
%endif%
```

And:

```plaintext
$qualifers = %opTag:"EATypeQualifiers"%
%if $qualifers != ""
 %REPLACE($qualifers,";","::")%
%endif%
```

Please refer to the example further down in this document for a detailed description of the process required to take a sample platform independent model (PIM) and transform it into a number of different platform specific models (PSM).
Building and leveraging UML profiles

Sparx provides a list of commonly used UML profiles, freely available for download from their website (http://sparxsystems.com.au/resources/), in particular profiles for business, presentation, process and XML modeling.

These profiles can be loaded into the Resources view of the tool and from there made part of the standard toolbox section.

The following example shows a model leveraging the Software Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) profile.

In the context of MDA, such profiles can be used as a basis for creating platform independent models with the necessary stereotypes and other marks to drive the later transformation into platform specific models.
The user can also create custom profiles by extending the UML metamodel with new stereotype definitions. Tagged values and other features can then be associated with these stereotypes. EA provides the necessary interfaces for this purpose in a dedicated toolbox section:

The following diagram shows a custom UML profile for creating XML DTD models.
Creating MOF models

EA supports the ability to create MOF models\(^2\) and export them for storage into an external Metadata Repository (MDR) tool such as NetBeans\(^3\). Supported MOF versions are 1.3 and 1.4.

MOF models are often used to create domain specific modeling languages (DSL) which can not be properly defined either in UML itself, or via the UML profile extension capability. Such user defined metamodels can then operate at the same meta level as UML.

The concepts of the DSL can be modeled in EA using the standard UML class diagram interface, but with a limited set of metamodel constructs defined by MOF (Package, Class, Enumeration and Primitive).

EA provides a dedicated area of its toolbox to build MOF-based metamodels, such as the network graph DSL example shown here.

Note that the creation of an instance model based on this MOF metamodel is currently not supported by EA.

---


\(^3\) [http://mdr.netbeans.org/](http://mdr.netbeans.org/)
Defining constraints in OCL

OCL syntax can be used most everywhere UML constraints can be specified (class or attribute invariants, operation pre- or post-conditions, activity constraints, action constraints, etc – but currently not on messages or control flows). The syntax validation occurs automatically when saving the constraint.

EA also supports the ability to validate the OCL statements against the model itself, meaning to verify beyond just the syntax that the OCL statement is expressed correctly in terms of actual model elements, and that the kind of validation syntax that it uses corresponds to the actual data types defined for these elements: numbers, strings, collections, etc.

In version 6.0 this validation is restricted to invariants only (i.e. OCL statements starting with the string ‘INV:’). Upcoming releases will broaden the scope of validation to pre- and post-conditions also.

OCL validation needs to be enabled explicitly in the Model Validation Configuration dialog, accessible from the Main Menu by selecting:

Project → Model Validation → Configure…
Note the three separate line items covering OCL conformance:

Validation can be operated against a single UML element, a diagram, a package hierarchy, or the entire model. The results are displayed in the Output window.
MDA by example

Starting from a simple platform independent model, the remaining pages illustrate a number of mappings to platform specific models using the default transformation templates defined in Enterprise Architect.

**Base Platform Independent Model (PIM)**

In this example the base PIM is void of any transformation marks (special stereotypes or tags): all of the transformation rules used are embedded inside the default templates.

Please note:

- The use of generic data types in this model: Integer, Long, Boolean and String. These data types will be mapped automatically by the transformation template using the CONVERT_TYPE macro (refer to the EA User Documentation for details).

- To automatically map more complex data types, such as a Date for example, a customization of the transformation template may be required. Likewise for attributes where the multiplicity is greater than 1 (or which are marked as collections) since these settings are often ignored in the default templates.
• The attributes for which accessor & mutator operations are desired as output results (also called properties), for example in Java and C#, should be scoped as public in the generic model. The transformation templates will automatically convert the attribute to private scope in the target model, as well as create the expected get() and set() operations. To avoid this behavior, mark the attribute as private in the PIM.

• The transformation templates typically ignore the marking of an attribute as read-only via the derived or constant flags - cases in which only an accessor operation should be generated, and not a mutator. To get around this issue, mark the attribute as private and either:
  o Create a manual accessor operation.
  o Mark it as a read-only property inside the PIM (see the bookCount derived attribute in the Store class above for an example).
  o Customize the template using the attConst or attDerived macros.

Configuration options

Additional configuration options (using the Tools → Options menu item) which can help with certain transformation processes later on are:

Capitalize attribute names for properties

This is especially important for transformations into the C# language, to avoid naming conflicts.

Another option which can be of value is the automatic removal of certain attribute name prefixes when generating accessor/mutator operations.
Define target language collection mappings

Many target platforms (Java, C#, C++, Visual basic, etc.) define utility classes which can be used to hold different kinds of collections (e.g. lists, maps, bags). When properly configured in EA, these classes will be used by the transformation templates to automatically map UML association ends with a multiplicity > 1 to the appropriate collection type.

The example below shows a possible mapping for the Java target platform.

Define the default database

The database schema (DDL) transformation template uses the default database setting as its target environment, so it is important to initialize it properly via the toolbar or the options interface (Tools → Options → Code Editors):
Selecting the transformation template(s)

With the package holding the PIM classes selected in the Project View, the Model Transformation dialog can be invoked to designate the transformation targets:
Note that elements can also individually transformed via their context menu (right click), by selecting the **Transform Selected Element(s)** option.

The major steps in using the above dialog interface are:

- Selecting one or more of the elements in the source package as appropriate for the intended transformation(s).
- Selecting a target destination PSM package for each transformation.
- Selecting the kind(s) of transformation. In this example Java and C# are chosen as two platforms which can be targeted from the same set of source elements.
- Setting **Generate code on result**: after the first transformation, when the target packages and namespaces have been created and the code generation target pathnames defined, subsequent transformations can use this option to automatically invoke the code generation feature for the target classes corresponding to the selected source classes.
- Setting **Perform transformations on result**: likewise, this option can be used to automatically invoke previously defined transformations on the target model, thus allowing a "chain of transformations" to occur from a single user command.
- Defining an intermediate file to capture the output of the transformation engine. This feature is invaluable when debugging transformation templates, or when creating custom transformations. This file holds the properties of each UML element before its actual creation in the target model.

**Running the transformation(s)**

EA creates each target PSM package (if it does not exist already) with all of the generated elements under it. A class diagram showing these elements is constructed by default (or updated if created previously):
The package names “C# Model”, “Java Model”, and other PSM target package names are currently hard coded in each of the templates. By default EA marks these top level packages as *namespace roots*, so they are not part of the target namespace.
The target C# model

The following PSM is the result of the above transformation (diagram objects were re-arranged for clarity):

Note the following transformation results:

- Conversion of the generic data types to C# types.
- Conversion of the public attribute scopes back to private.
- Creation of the C# properties, including for the navigable UML association ends with a mapping to the appropriate collection class.

Generating the C# implementation code

The generated C# PSM can now be used as the source model for a transformation into actual implementation code, via the default code generation template of EA.
The resulting source code can now be further edited, compiled and built, either using the editor provided by EA, or by using an external IDE such as Visual Studio (Sparx provides an extension to EA for close integration with Visual Studio – for details please visit http://www.sparxsystems.com/products/mdg_vs.html).
The target Java model

This Java PSM is also the result of the above transformation (again diagram objects were re-arranged for clarity):

Note the following transformation results:

- Conversion of the generic data types to Java types.
- Conversion of the public attribute scopes back to private.
- Creation of the Java properties (accessors/mutators), including for the navigable UML association ends with mapping to the appropriate Java collection class.

Generating the Java implementation code

The generated PSM can now be used as the source model for a transformation into Java implementation code, via the default code generation template of EA. This code can then further be edited, compiled and built using an appropriate IDE such as Eclipse (Sparx provides another tool extension for close integration with Eclipse – for details please visit http://www.sparxsystems.com/products/mdg_eclipse.html).
```java
/**
 * Some class level comments
 * @version 1.0
 * @created 19-Dec-2005 4:15:34 PM
 */

public class Store implements ManageBooks {

    private long bookCount;
    /**
     * Some comments about the Name
     */
    private String name;
    private java.util.ArrayList books;

    public Store() {
    }

    public void finalize() throws Throwable {
    }

    /**
     * void Store::addBook(Book book)
     */
    public void addBook(Book newBook) {
        //Initial code
    }

    public long getBookCount() {
        return bookCount;
    }
```
Generating an EJB entity model

Next, as part of the underlying middleware for this example, an EJB Entity PSM model is generated. In our example PIM there are no good candidate classes for generating EJB Session beans, but the output model is similar to the Entity bean PSM (without the primary key element).

The following diagram presents an overview of all the PSM model elements generated by this transformation.

Here we view in more detail the elements created for one of the source PIM classes, in accordance with the EJB specification:
Generating a data model

In the information viewpoint of the system one may wish to create a PSM model of the data elements defined by the PIM, as a basis for creating a database schema. In this transformation EA leverages its built-in UML profile for data modeling (for background information refer to: http://sparxsystems.com.au/resources/uml_datamodel.html).

Note the mapping of the data types - in this example the default database was set to SQL Server 2000 – as well as the addition to the target model of both primary and foreign keys.

From that target model EA can generate the actual DDL, as show in this sample:
What follows is a snapshot of the resulting DDL script.
CREATE TABLE BookPublisher (  
  bookID int DEFAULT ,  
  bookPublisherID int DEFAULT NOT NULL,  
  name text DEFAULT )

CREATE TABLE Store (  
  bookcount bigint,  
  bookID int,  
  name text,  
  storeID int NOT NULL )

ALTER TABLE Book ADD CONSTRAINT PK_Book  
PRIMARY KEY (bookID)

ALTER TABLE BookPublisher ADD CONSTRAINT PK_BookPublisher  
PRIMARY KEY (bookPublisherID)

ALTER TABLE Store ADD CONSTRAINT PK_Store  
PRIMARY KEY (storeID)

ALTER TABLE Book ADD CONSTRAINT FK_Book_BookPublisher  
FOREIGN KEY (bookPublisherID) REFERENCES BookPublisher (bookPublisherID)

ALTER TABLE Book ADD CONSTRAINT FK_Book_Store  
FOREIGN KEY (storeID) REFERENCES Store (storeID)

ALTER TABLE BookPublisher ADD CONSTRAINT FK_BookPublisher_Book  
FOREIGN KEY (bookID) REFERENCES Book (bookID)

ALTER TABLE Store ADD CONSTRAINT FK_Store_Book
**Generating an XML schema model**

Yet another powerful transformation, especially in the context of system integrations, is a PSM model containing the XML Schema representation of the PIM data elements:

The current transformation rules simply mark all classes (other than enumerations) as *XSDComplexType*. Also note that mapping of the data types does not occur at this stage, but rather during the generation of the XML schema itself.
Which produces the actual XML Schema file:

```xml
<xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"/>
  <xs:element name="Book" type="BookType"/>
</xs:schema>
```

```xml
  <xs:element name="Book" type="BookType"/>
</xs:schema>
```
Generating a WSDL model

The transformation into WSDL provides designers and architects with a mechanism for quickly transforming abstract interfaces into a complete Web Service specification. The starting point is typically an interface class such as ManageBooks in our example.

The following diagram illustrates the artifacts produced:

- The operation input arguments mapped into WSDL request messages (there are no output or result arguments in this example).
- The operations themselves mapped into a WSDL port type and its corresponding binding using the request messages.
- The creation of an abstract service representing the interface.

From the root package, the actual WSDL file can now be generated:
... and the resulting file edited for validation and further processing:

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<definitions name="Bookstore">
  <types/>
  <message name="addBookRequest">
    <part name="newBook" type="Book"/>
  </message>
  <message name="removeBookRequest">
    <part name="bookRef" type="Book"/>
  </message>
  <portType name="ManageBooks">
    <operation name="addBook">
      <documentation>void Store::addBook(Book book){ }</documentation>
      <input name="addBookRequestRequest" message="addBookRequest"/>
    </operation>
    <operation name="removeBook">
      <input name="removeBookRequestRequest" message="removeBookRequest"/>
    </operation>
  </portType>
  <binding name="ManageBooks" type="ManageBooks">
    <binding style="document" transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>
    <operation name="addBook">
      <documentation>void Store::addBook(Book book){ }</documentation>
      <input style="document"/>
      <body use="literal"/>
    </input>
    </operation>
    <operation name="removeBook">
      <input style="document"/>
      <body use="literal"/>
    </input>
    </operation>
  </binding>
  <service name="Bookstore">
    <port name="ManageBooks" binding="ManageBooks">
      <address location="www.exampleLocation.com/Port1"/>
    </port>
  </service>
</definitions>
```
Generating a Unit Test model

So far all of the above transformations have started from a platform independent source model to produce a platform specific one. Next we see an example where a PSM takes on the role of a PIM with regards to a further downstream transformation. In particular we take the Java model we created earlier and run it through the MDA transformer to obtain a JUnit test model, effectively setting up a chain of transformations.

The test code skeletons can now be generated from the resulting classes, edited in an appropriate IDE to add the test logic, and executed after loading them into the JUnit framework.

A similar transformation capability is available to generate NUnit test classes from C# source models.
Additional information

For a summary of MDA resources and MDA style transformations in EA see:


For an overview of writing transformations see:
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